ALL NEW
APPA 90 Series IV Multimeter

AUTOMATICALLY VOLTAGE DETECT WITH LOW IMPEDANCE
Special designed for low impedance tests, the Automatic Voltage Detect feature helps you safely measure resistance and works with all DMMs.

NEW SLIM DESIGN
Gloriously designed to take up less room, your new slim design can now comfortably slip into your hand and your pocket.

SMART AND SAFER DATA HOLD
Includes Exclusive Dual LED Indicator which warn when over/under voltage occurs. LED indicating mode for all other parameters to prevent burnout can be set to on or off data hold.

BATTERY EASY TO REPLACE
Unscrew the battery cover to replace the battery easily. Designed for user’s convenience without damaging the meter itself.

AC-DC TRUE RMS
A unique feature of AC-DC TRUE RMS allows for true rms measurements & voltage functions for better accuracy of measurements.

NON CONTACT VOLTAGE DETECTING
APPA new ALL NEW MULTIMETER™ testers to offer a non-contact voltage detector to detect AC/DC Voltage in the air or on panel.